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Markets addresses aspects such existing scholarship in the field,
as identity, revisiting the past, this volume is based on
internationalized genres, new research by authors who
forms of experimental cinema, approach their subject from
markets and production, as well Western theoretical
as technological developments perspectives with a professional
of alternative small screens that (mostly native) knowledge of
open new perspectives into
the language, cultural realities,
small cinema possibilities.
and film industry practices. It
Documents on the Balkans Small and big markets for small covers aspects from fifteen
– History, Memory, Identity industries reveal an unimagined different countries, including
University of Wales Press
diversification of the cultural Bolivia, Brazil, China (Hong
First Published in 2005.
product and consequently the Kong), Croatia, East Africa
Routledge is an imprint of
need to analyze the impact at (Kenya, Tanzania, and
Taylor & Francis, an informa local, regional, and global
Uganda), Greece, Indonesia,
company.
levels. Much needed to
Lithuania, Bulgaria, Poland,
Teaching Film OUP Oxford continue and expand the
Romania, Morocco, and the
Small Cinemas in Global
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United States. Since both film First study of cinema, media and the it discussed in this book) remains
and documentary distribution Balkan wars; Wide-ranging view of relatively unknown. Cinema of
from certain areas of the globe politics and culture of the region; Flames attempts to go deeper than
The break-up of Yugoslavia
the imagery and address some of
on international markets
triggered a truly international film- the general concerns of the crossremains problematic, it is
making project. Underground,
cultural representation and selfimportant for the academic
Ulysses' Gaze, Before the Rain,
representation of the Balkans:
field to discuss and circulate
Pretty Village, Pretty Flame and
narrative strategies within the
them as much as possible, and Welcome to Sarajevo were amongst context of Balkan exclusion from
to create the basis for further
a host of films created as the
the European cultural sphere, the
exploration. Documenting and conflicts in the region unravelled. cosmopolitan image of Sarejevo,
reflecting on the role, state, and These conflicts restored the Balkans diaspora, and the representations of
reception of the film industry as a centrepiece of Western imagery villains, victims, women, and ethnic
and the media (especially cinema) minorities, all considered in the
provides scholarly
understanding to the industry’s assumed a leading but ambiguous general context of Balkan cinema.
role in defining it for global
'encyclopaedic in scope and
wide range of seemingly
consumption
through
a
narrow
brilliance, making excellent use of
chaotic technological
range of selectively defined images. the scholarly literature whilst
transformations.
Cinema at the Periphery Taylor &
Francis

Simultaneously, a lot of the high- interweaving analysis of films and
quality cinematic and television
other mass media. The book will be
work made in the region (much of a superb addition to the literatures
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on Bosnia and Yugoslavia. It will
nationaldistribution and aesthetics, West Springer
also serve as a standard reference on animation and documentary
This collection of
Balkans film.' Robert Hayden
Places the cinemas of the region in essays locates,
(University of Pittsburgh)
investigates and
a European and globalcontext
Cinema of Flames Scarecrow
Resists the Cold War classification challenges the manner
in which the Balkans
Press
of Eastern European cinemasas
and the West have
A Companion to Eastern
“other” art cinemas by
European Cinemas
reconnecting them with themain constructed each other
showcasestwenty-five essays
circulation of film studies Includes since 1945. Scholars
from the two sections
written by established and
discussion of such films as
emerging filmscholars that trace Taxidermia, ElPerro Negro, 12:08 of the continent
explore a wide range
the history of Eastern European East of Bucharest Big T ll,
of fiction, film,
cinemas andoffer an up-to-date
andBreakfast on the Grass and
journalism, travel
assessment of post-socialist
explores the work of
writing and diplomatic
filmcultures. Showcases critical
directorsincluding Tamás
records both to
historical work and up-to-date
Almási, Walerian Borowczyk,
analyse Western
assessmentsof post-socialist film
RomanPolanski, Jerzy
cultures Features consideration of Skolimowski, Andrzej u awski, European balkanism and
lesser known areas of study, such and KarelVachek amongst many to study Balkan
representations of the
asAlbanian and Baltic cinemas,
others
The
Balkans
and
the
West over the last
popular genre films, crossresolutionhg.com by guest
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fifty years. The first discourse after the
global inequality, the
section looks back to
initial euphoria of
current crises in many
the Cold War, examining 1989, and the emerging parts of South-East
the divergent, often
tradition of contesting Europe have received
favourable images of
Western balkanism in
scant attention in
the Balkans that
South-East European
literary and cultural
existed in Western
cultural production.
studies. The Balkans
culture, as well as the Through this dual
and the West addresses
variety of responses
emphasis, the volume
this deficiency.
that appeared in South- exposes the
Ranging in focus from
East European writings representational
Serbian cinema to
on the West. The second practices that help to Romanian travel
section analyses the
maintain a deeply
literature, from
transitions that took
divided Europe, and
Western economic
place in representation challenges the economic writings to Yugoslav
during the 1990s. Here, and political
fiction, and from
contributors explore
injustices that result. public discourse in
both the harsh
Despite the rise to
Albania to NATO's vast
denigration of the
prominence of
propaganda machine, the
Balkans which came to
postcolonial theory,
essays offer wide
dominate western
with its awareness of
insight into
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representation and
power in the
contemporary European
context.

Most films about the The book's case
Balkans produced in studies give the
the last two
reader a clear idea
decades were in
of how processes
A Companion to
fact made in
informing identity
Eastern European
response to
formations are
Cinemas Springer
immediate concerns directly launched
This book explores
about the economic and later on
historical
crises and
maintained in
discourses on the
political conflicts peoples' real and
various forms of
that struck the
everyday lives.
identity production
region during the
Thus, the case
in film that are
1990s. These new
studies' principal
based on memory and
forms of
objective is to
shows how these
communication about integrate the study
narratives get
history mostly show of 'private space'
'mediated' by
a rather selfwith existing macro(documentary) film.
critical approach. debates in politics
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as well as with
dominant discourses
within the academic
community. The
included case
studies focus on
several topics,
i.e. migration, the
reproduction and
protection of
personal as well as
collective
identities in postsocialist
societies,
revolutionary
processes towards
the official end of

the Cold War, the
(re-)creation of
politically
constructed
narratives,
generational
conflicts in the
post-socialist
period, and the
fate of women
during the war. The
multifaceted view
of the region under
focus in this study
shows that common
grounds and
differences coexist in the Balkan

space, be it on a
cultural, economic,
social or
(geo)-political
level. Apart from
the field of film
studies, this work
is a powerful
contribution to
cultural history as
well as to the
growing field of
visual history.
Emir Kusturica U of
Minnesota Press
In Mythopoetic
Cinema, Kriss
Ravetto-Biagioli
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explores how
contemporary
European filmmakers
treat mythopoetics
as a critical
practice that
questions the
constant need to
provide new
identities, a new
Europe, and with it
a new European
cinema after the
fall of the Soviet
Union. Mythopoetic
cinema questions
the perpetual
branding of

movements, ideas,
and individuals.
Examining the work
of Jean-Luc Godard,
Alexander Sokurov,
Marina Abramovi?,
and Theodoros
Angelopoulos,
Ravetto-Biagioli
argues that these
disparate artists
provide a critical
reflection on what
constitutes Europe
in the age of
neoliberalism.
Their films reflect
not only the

violence of recent
years but also help
question dominant
models of nation
building that
result in the
general failure to
respond ethically
to rising
ethnocentrism. In
close readings of
such films as
Sokurov's Russian
Ark (2002) and
Godard's Notre
Musique (2004),
Ravetto-Biagioli
demonstrates the
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ways in which these
filmmakers engage
and evaluate the
recent
reconceptualization
of Europe's
borders, mythic
figures, and
identity paradoxes.
Her work not only
analyzes how these
filmmakers
thematically treat
the idea of Europe
but also how their
work questions the
ability of the
moving image to

challenge
conventional ways
of understanding
history.
European Cinema
after the Wall
Bloomsbury
Publishing USA
This edited
collection examines
post-2008
developments in
Balkan cinema in
terms of aesthetics
and industry. It
provides critical
and comprehensive
profiles of the

cinematic output in
each Balkan
country, while
stressing
transnational
links, global
networks and crosscultural exchanges.
European Cinema in
Motion Bloomsbury
Publishing
Dusan Makavejev is
a filmmaker,
teacher, and
intellectual whose
films intersect
with major
historical and
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political upheavals
in Eastern
Europe--World War
II, the unification
and breakup of
Yugoslavia, and the
fall of communism.
Subversive and
moving, his films
remain touchstones
for transcultural
and political
cinema. Matching
the intensity of
the films, Lorraine
Mortimer takes a
radically
interdisciplinary

approach in this
first book-length
critical analysis
of Makavejev's
work. Studies in
contrasts,
Makavejev's films
combine documentary
and fiction,
tragedy and comedy.
Mortimer examines
seven of his films
made between 1965
and 1994--including
Montenegro (1981),
Sweet Movie (1974),
and WR: Mysteries
of the Organism

(1971)--looking at
them historically,
politically, and
aesthetically and
highlighting their
implications for
the contemporary
world. Both
Makavejev's films
and Mortimer's
scrutiny of them
are haunted by the
specter of
apocalyptic
revolutionary
movements that
sacrifice people
and the planet in
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the name of
ideologies and
idealisms. Mortimer
argues that the
aesthetic dimension
is vital to our
conception of old
and new tribalisms
and, ultimately,
our understanding
of being in the
world.
Realism in Greek
Cinema Wallflower
Press
This book rethinks
the study of
European Cinema in

a way that centres
on students and
their needs, in a
comprehensive
volume introducing
undergraduates to
the main
discourses,
directions and
genres of twentyfirst-century
European film.
Importantly, this
collection is the
first of its kind
to apply a
transversal
approach to

European Cinema,
bringing together
the East and the
West, while
providing a broad
picture of key
trends, aesthetics,
genres, national
identities, and
transnational
concerns. Lewis and
Canning’s
collection
effectively
addresses some of
the most pressing
questions in
contemporary
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European film, such
as ecology,
migration,
industry, identity,
disability, memory,
auteurship, genre,
small cinemas, and
the national and
international
frameworks which
underpin them.
Combining
accessible original
research with a
thorough grounding
in recent histories
and contexts, each
chapter includes

key definitions,
reflective group
questions, and a
summative case
study. Overall,
this book makes a
strong contribution
to our
understanding of
recent European
Cinema, making it
an invaluable
resource for
lecturers and
students across a
variety of filmcentred modules.
The Balkan Prospect

Columbia University
Press
Since publication of
Thomas More‘s Utopia
more than five
hundred years ago,
there has been a
steady stream of
literary works that
depict a better
world; positive
utopias in film,
however, have been
scarce. There is a
consensus that
utopias in the Morean
tradition are not
suited to fiction
film, and research
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has accordingly
far seen little
Europe: The Industry
focused on dystopias. exchange –
and Artistry of
Starting from the
documentary studies
East Central
insight that utopias and utopian
European Film is a
are always a critical scholarship – and
comprehensive study
reaction to the
covers a wide range
of the cinematic
deficits of the
of films from Soviet
traditions of
present, Utopia and
avant-garde to
Poland, Hungary,
Reality takes a
propaganda videos for
the Czech Republic
different approach by the terror
and Slovakia from
looking into the
organisation ISIS,
1945 to the present
under-researched area from politicalday, exploring the
of propaganda and
activist to
major schools of
documentary films for ecofeminist and
depictions of better interactive
filmmaking and the
worlds. This volume
documentaries.
main stages of
brings together
Greece and the
development across
researchers from two Balkans Routledge
the region during
fields that have so
Cinema of the Other the period of state
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socialism up until
the end of the Cold
War, as well as
more recent
transformations
post-1989. In
encouraging a more
inclusive and
comprehensive
understanding of
European cinema,
much needed for the
new unified Europe
`enlarged' towards
its Eastern
periphery, this
book maps out the
interactions, key

concerns, thematic
spheres and
stylistic
particularities
that make the
cinema of East
Central Europe a
vital part of
European film
tradition. Cinema
of the Other Europe
is thus a timely
appraisal of Film
Studies debates
ranging from the
representation of
history and memory,
the reassessment of

political content,
ethics and society,
the rehabilitation
of popular cinema,
and the rethinking
of national and
regional cinemas in
the context of
globalisation.
Mythopoetic Cinema
Cambridge Scholars
Publishing
"The complexities and
paradoxes of the
Bulgarian film
industry during the
era of Communist rule
(1945-1989) are
explored.... This
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influential industry period highlights the arts in the Eastern
was mobilized for the attitude of the elite Bloc during the Cold
needs of the state.
towards the regime.
War were largely
During its creation
Understanding this
unsuccessful vehicles
and development,
multifaceted
of propaganda and
cultural institutions relationship helps
dissent. By using a
and those involved in explain why so many
comparative
film production
intellectuals found
methodological
operated within a
the film industry to approach, the cinema
relatively closed
be an attractive
arts in the East and
system, based on
field in which to
West are shown
rewards and
work, and decided to following similar
punishments imposed
remain loyal to the
paths despite the
by the Communist
regime instead of
Iron
bureaucratic
leaving or openly
Curtain."--Provided
apparatus. Subrebelling against it. by publisher.
textual content in
This work challenges Fatih Akin's Cinema
films produced in
the historiographical and the New Sound
Bulgaria during this perception that the
of Europe Wayne
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State University
Press
In this book, Sean
Homer addresses
Slavoj Žižek’s work
in a specific
political
conjuncture, his
political
interventions in
the Balkans. The
charge of
inconsistency and
contradiction is
frequently levelled
at Žižek’s
politics, a charge
he openly embraces

in the name of
"pragmatism." Homer
argues that his
interventions in
the Balkans expose
the dangers of this
pragmatism for the
renewal of the
Leftist politics
that he calls for.
The book assesses
Žižek’s political
interventions in so
far as they advance
his self-proclaimed
"ruthlessly
radical" aims about
changing the world.

Homer argues the
Balkans can be seen
as Žižek’s symptom,
that element which
does not fit into
the system, but
speaks its truth
and reveals what
the system cannot
acknowledge about
itself. In Part II
Homer explores
Žižek’s radicalism
through his
critique of Alain
Badiou, arguing
that Badiou’s
"affirmationism"
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provides a firmer
grounding for the
renewal of the left
than Žižek’s
negative gesture
analyzed in Part I.
What distinguishes
Žižek from the
majority of the
contemporary Left
today is his
valorization of
violence; Homer
tackles this issue
head-on in relation
to political
violence in Greece.
Finally, Homer

Eastern European
socialist regimes by
interrogating the
suffocating,
tyrannical and
Post-Yugoslav Cinema enclosing structures
that are presented in
Routledge
film. By tracing such
This book examines
paradigmatic models
the structuring of
space in Romanian and as horizontal and
Hungarian cinema, and vertical enclosure,
this book aims to
particularly how
show how enclosed
space is used to
spatial structuring
express the deep
restages the postimprint of a
socialist era to
socialist past on a
produce an implicit
post-socialist
present. It considers and collective form
of remembrance. While
this legacy of the

defends the utopian
impulse on the
radical left
against its
Lacanian critics.
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closely scrutinizing for a pre-capitalist (2007), The Death of
the interplay of
era, these films
Mr. Lazarescu (2005),
location and image,
convey how sense of
and 12:08 East of
Space in Romanian and unity and also
Bucharest (2006).
Hungarian Cinema
ambivalence is a
However, the hundred
offers a new approach defining hallmark of or so years of
to the cinema of the Eastern European
Romanian cinema
region, which unites cinema.
leading to these
the filmic
Exploring Religion
accomplishments have
productions under a
and the Sacred in a
been largely
defined, postMedia Age Routledge
overlooked. This book
socialist Eastern
Over the last decade, is the first to
European spatial
audiences worldwide
provide in-depth
umbrella. By
have become familiar analyses of essential
simultaneously
with highly acclaimed works ranging from
portraying the gloom films from the
the silent period to
of a socialist past, Romanian New Wave
contemporary
while also conveying such as 4 Months, 3
productions. In
a sense of longing
Weeks and 2 Days
addition to relevant
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information on
21st-century
Gruyter GmbH & Co KG
historical and
innovative output.
The history of Greek
cultural factors
The book's second
cinema post-1945 is
influencing
half closely examines best understood
contemporary Romanian both the 'minimalist' through the stories
cinema, this volume
trend (Cristian
of its most
covers the careers of Mungiu, Cristi Puiu, internationally
daring filmmakers who Corneliu Porumboiu,
celebrated and
approached various
Radu Muntean) and the influential
genres despite fifty younger, but no less directors. Focusing
years of Communist
inspired, directors
on the works of six
censorship. An
who have chosen to go major filmmakers
important chapter is beyond the 1989
active from just
dedicated to Lucian
revolution paradigm
after WWII to the
Pintilie, whose
by dealing with the
present day, with
seminal work,
complexities of
added consideration
Reconstruction
contemporary Romania. of many others, this
War, Image and
(1969), strongly
book examines the
inspired Romania's
Legitimacy Walter de development of cinema
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as an art form in the Athena-Rachel
of the value of
social and political Tsangari and Costas
exploring issues of
contexts of Greece.
Zapas. Throughout,
religion and the
Insights on gender in the book examines how sacred in relation to
film, minority
directors visually
cultures of everyday
cinemas, stylistic
transmute reality to life. Exploring
richness and the
represent unstable
Religion and the
representation of
societies, disrupted Sacred in a Media Age
historical trauma are collective memories
offers inter-di
Contemporary Balkan
afforded by close
and national
Cinema Columbia
readings of the work identity.
and life of such
European Cinema after University Press
Everyday Life in the
luminaries as Michael 1989 Bloomsbury
Balkans gathers the
Cacoyannis, Nikos
Publishing
work of leading
Koundouros, Yannis
In recent years,
scholars across
Dalianidis, Theo
there has been
disciplines to provide
Angelopoulos,
growing awareness
a broad overview of
Antouanetta Angelidi, across a range of
the countries of
Yorgos Lanthimos,
academic disciplines Albania, Bosnia and
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Herzegovina, Bulgaria, stagnation which
policies, economics,
Croatia, Greece,
dominate Western media and culture of the
Kosovo, Macedonia,
coverage of the region region.
Romania, Serbia, and
to instead focus on the The Conformists
Turkey. This region has lived experiences of
Indiana University
long been characterized the people in these
Press
as a place of
countries. Contributors The 1990s violence in
instability and
consider a wide range
the Former
political turmoil, from of issues including
Yugoslavia, the worst
World War I, through
family dynamics, gay
in Europe since World
the Yugoslav Wars, and rights, war memory,
War II, triggered the
even today as debate
religion, cinema,
continues over issues
fashion, and politics. conversion of multiethnic, multisuch as the influx of
Using clear language
refugees or the
and engaging examples, religious, and
cosmopolitan areas of
expansion of the
Everyday Life in the
European Union.
Balkans provides the
idiosyncratic and
However, the work
background context
independent socialism
gathered here moves
necessary for an
into regions of
beyond the images of
enlightened
xenophobic
war and post-socialist conversation about the
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nationalism, wars,
global relevance. She
and, afterwards,
presents postWestern-style
Yugoslav literature
democracy and
and film as art that
capitalism. Unified
makes us aware of
by their artistic
previously
response to these
unconsidered things
cataclysmic changes, that bring us wars,
post-Yugoslav
and those that
literary works and
constitute part of
films have much to
the tapestry of
offer the wider
peace. She
world. Crnkovic
foregrounds the
reveals select post- radical potential of
Yugoslav literary and art to change and
cinema works as
enrich the global
groundbreaking
landscapes of
exploratory
concepts,
achievements of
sensitivities, and

politics. As such her
book is important not
only for those
interested in this
region, but also for
all those wanting to
discover and engage
with world literature
and cinema, and
willing to encounter
the potential of
great new art to
illuminate and
challenge the world
we live in.
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